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See BSSA, V96, S206-220, 2006

-General Agreement

-Overall, models quite
tightly constrained

-Fault Failure process                    
thus  generally well 
understood 
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See BSSA, V96, S206-220, 2006

Simple uniform slip Inversion of geodetic data Inversion of geod./seismic data
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stress sensitivity of 2 A/m and 3E-3/bar 
and 0.01 S/m and 3E-4/bar for 
conductivity.
Assume E=5.3 GPa, Vp=5 km/sec, 
Vs=2.5 km/sec, Vr=2.3 km/sec in finite 
element grid
Assume uniform half space and uniform 
slip.

Problems
Computationally intensive. 
Spatial smoothing needed to get finite 
solutions for magnetic fields.
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the EM seismogram.
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200-300 m/s (Francis, 1976)
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earthquakes are the largest earthquake related stress changes in the 
Earth’s crust.
EM changes from these phenomena can be used to relate electromagnetic 
signals to real crustal behavior consistent with geodetic and seismic 
observations.
Other EM signals related to other processes with earthquakes also occur 
and these provide important new information about the earthquake
process and local ground response. 
It is apparent from our EM data together with  data from multiple high-
resolution strain, seismic and geodetic instruments in the near-field of 
earthquakes that precursory signals do NOT scale with earthquake size. 
These data argue for nucleation runaway models of earthquake failure and 
against concepts of large scale earthquake preparations zones.
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